This paper proposes a Bayesian framework for localization of multiple sources in the event of accidental hazardous contaminant release. The framework assimilates sensor measurements of the contaminant concentration with an integrated multizone computational fluid dynamics (multizone-CFD) based contaminant fate and transport model. To ensure online tractability, the framework uses deep Gaussian process (DGP) based emulator of the multizone-CFD model. To effectively represent the transient response of the multizone-CFD model, the DGP emulator is reformulated using a matrix-variate Gaussian process prior. The resultant deep matrix-variate Gaussian process emulator (DMGPE) is used to define the likelihood of the Bayesian framework, while Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach is used to sample from the posterior distribution. The proposed method is evaluated for single and multiple contaminant sources localization tasks modeled by CONTAM simulator in a single-story building of 30 zones, demonstrating that proposed approach accurately perform inference on locations of contaminant sources. Moreover, the DMGP emulator outperforms both GP and DGP emulator with fewer number of hyperparameters.
Introduction
Modern smart buildings are equipped with sensor networks and Internet-of-Things (IoT) technologies that monitor the daily indoor events, and store a significant amount of generated data [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the state of the art smart buildings, however, the sensor data is primarily used to alert the occupants in the event of an accident. As demonstrated in this paper, the sensor data can play a more critical role in ensuring the occupant safety. For example in the event of an accident, the recorded data can be used to infer the causality and localize the accident source. Subsequently, this information can be used to make intelligent decisions like effectively controlling the heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems and planning the safest and fastest evacuation plan. Thus to effectively ensure the occupant safety, the smart building requires an accurate and fast inference algorithm. The main aim of this paper is to develop an online Bayesian inference framework [5, 6] for smart buildings. This Bayesian framework is developed for a specific event; an accidental (or deliberate) hazardous contaminant release in an indoor environment.
In the event of indoor hazardous contaminant release, sensor network monitors the concentration of pollutants like carbon monoxide (CO) gas that may negatively impact the occupant health [7] [8] [9] . Due to diffusion, the contaminant disperses to other rooms in the building. This contaminant dispersion is modeled using a contaminant fate and transport model [10, 11] . As the contaminant spreads to different rooms, sensors in these rooms record the contaminant concentration. These multiple sensor measurements are used for source localization. One possible approach for source localization is to consider the room with the highest contaminant concentration as a target region. However, this approach fails to account for the concentration variation due to the spatial location of the source inside the room. Moreover, this approach fails to fully utilize the sensor data, and more critically, can not account for the uncertainty emanating from the sensor noise.
An alternative source localization approach is to assimilate the sensor data with the contaminant fate and transport model. Traditionally the data assimilation approaches are implemented using deterministic algorithms based on optimization [12] , Kalman filtering [13] , and inverse modeling [14, 15] . However, these inference is used to approximate the posterior by another matrix-variate Gaussian distribution. As the resultant network approximates the multi-output deep Gaussian process in the limit as the number of hidden nodes increase to infinity, this neural network is termed in [37] as a deep matrix-variate Gaussian process. Whereas in the present work, the matrix-variate Gaussian process is used to specify the prior on the transient model output. Subsequently, parameters of this matrix-variate Gaussian process are estimated using the training data.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provide the background of the key concepts used in this paper. This section summarizes contaminant fate and transport model, the Bayesian framework for source localization and the DGP formulation. Section 3 provide details of DMGP emulator (DMGPE) formulation and the optimal implementation using the approximate inference method. Section 4 describes the proposed Bayesian inference algorithm for source localization. In section 5, an efficacy of the proposed framework is demonstrated for case studies involving contaminant source localization in a single-story building with 30 zones. Finally, the paper is summarized and concluded in section 6.
Background

Contaminant Fate and Transport Model
Multizone model is a widely used, simplified indoor contaminant fate and transport model [17, 18, 38] . The multizone model approximates a building as a network of well-mixed zones with homogeneous air properties and contaminant concentration. Each room and corridor is represented as a zone, while door and window act as airflow paths linking adjacent zones. Using the mass conservation under the steady state condition inside the zone j, the flow rate between zone i and j is given by [39] :
where F ij , c ij , ∆P ij , n ij , C i , C j , S j denotes flow rate, flow coefficient, flow exponent, pressure difference, contaminant concentration, and contaminant source in the zone i, j, respectively.
Although simple and computationally efficient, the multizone model does not provide an accurate airflow distribution. When the spatial contaminant distribution inside a zone is required, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is more appropriate for contaminant fate and transport modeling. CFD numerically solves a set of partial differential equations for mass, momentum and energy conservation to obtain transient airflow rate among zones [39] :
where u, V, ρ, Γ u , S u is conservation variable, density, velocity, diffusion coefficient, and the source, respectively. Although accurate, CFD model is computationally very expensive. Current state of the art contaminant fate and transport models integrate the multizone and CFD model to exploit both the advantages of efficient computation and accurate airflow modeling [39] [40] [41] . Coupling between multizone and CFD model is achieved by establishing the convergence of total mass flow for the every flow path within a building. This paper utilizes the integrated multizone-CFD model developed by CONTAM [39, 42, 43] for contaminant fate and transport simulation.
Bayesian Framework for Source Localization
Let the transient response of the multizone-CFD model at the time instances T = {t k ; k = 1, · · · , T }, and let outputs of multizone-CFD model at time points T :
where γ is a set of deterministic inputs (e.g. room, flow path, outdoor condition, etc.), x is a set of uncertain parameters (e.g. the number, zone and location of contaminant source), and ζ j is a transient contaminant concentration in j th zone. Note that since γ and T are assumed to be completely known, explicit dependence of ζ j on γ and T is dropped in the notation.
Let x * be the true but unknown value of uncertain parameters. The measurement from the sensor in j th zone is given by
where j is sensor noise in the j th zone. Sensor noise is often assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian distributed:
, where I P denotes an identity matrix and N (x; m, Σ) represents the probability density of vector x under the multi-variate normal distribution with mean vector m and covariance matrix Σ. Rather than using unprocessed sensor data, the log-transformed value may replace β j for the purpose of reducing skewness. In the present work, y j ≡ log(1+β j ) transformation of sensor measurement data has been adopted as shown in Fig. 1 .
Define a set of N s transformed sensor measurements Y = {y j ; j = 1, · · · , N s }, and Z = {ζ j (x * ); j = 1, · · · , N s } be a corresponding multizone-CFD model output for true parameters x * . Using Bayes' theorem, the posterior probability distribution of x * is given by
where p(x * ) is the prior probability distribution and p(Y|x * ) is the likelihood. Assuming independent and identically distributed measurements, the likelihood is given by
The implementation of the Bayesian framework is completed by specifying p (y j |ζ j (x * )) and sampling from the posterior p(x * |Y); these steps are discussed in section 3 and 4.
3 Deep Matrix-Variate Gaussian Process Emulator
Deep Gaussian Process
Gaussian process is a flexible and powerful nonparametric Bayesian model for supervised learning [44] . GP estimates the mean and covariance of the output at a given arbitrary input by projecting the correlation among the input space onto the output space. The deep Gaussian process is a statistical multi-layer hierarchical model of GP [28] , which is designed for representation of highly complex data relationships. DGP has attracted wide attention owing to its superior performance for regression compared to other machine learning methods like single-layer GP and deep neural network [27, 28, 45] . A graphical model of the DGP is shown in Fig. 2 . Consider a set of N training data composed of
In general, DGP consisted of L-layer GPs is represented in a probabilistic way as follows:
where m l (·) is mean function, F l is GP output matrix, H l is observation matrix, K is GP kernel matrix, and w l is observation noise variance for l th hidden GP layer. Subscript n denotes n th data set, and subscript d denotes d th dimension of the variable. Scalar, vector, and matrix values are, represented using lowercase italic, lowercase bold italic, and capital bold italic, respectively. For instance,
. Automatic relevance determination (ARD) squared exponential (SE) kernel is commonly used for the covariance matrix between x and x :
To overcome extensive O(LN 3 ) cost of DGP, sparse approximation method is widely used [27, 28, 46, 47] . The method introduces M inducing inputs (Z l ) and corresponding outputs (U l ) such that the computational complexity reduces to O(LN M 2 ). Assuming inducing variables are sufficient statistic for each GP layer, the resulting sparse model is given by
where
Deep Matrix-Variate Gaussian Process
Existing DGP model assumes probabilistic independence among output values in each dimension as shown in (7) and (9) , however this assumption is not appropriate for Bayesian emulation of transient response.
Since each output of the transient response represents the value at a certain time instance, it is essential to consider the covariance in the temporal dimension. Hence, this paper reformulates the DGP using the matrix-variate architecture [33] . For better clarity, this additional covariance is termed in this paper as output covariance matrix. Deep matrix-variate Gaussian process is represented as follows 1 :
where Σ l denotes output covariance matrix of i th hidden matrix-variate GP layer.
is the probability density of matrix X under the matrix normal distribution with mean matrix M and two covariance matrices K and Σ, where vec(X) denotes the vectorization of X and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. W l is an observation noise covariance that is often assumed to be diagonal matrix. Notice that, DMGP model is equivalent to DGP model for the case when Σ l s are identity matrices, and single-layer DGP model is equivalent to GP model. That is to say, DMGP model is a generalized model encompassing DGP and GP, thus support the richer expressiveness.
To represent the output covariance matrix, kernelized 2 or free form convariance can be used. This paper uses free form covariance approach as it can cover every possible symmetric positive definite matrix, thus providing higher degree of expressiveness as compared to the SE kernel; SE kernel assumes constant time length scale along the time which is not the case in the contam problem. Although free form covariance is difficult to be generalized for data with different time instances, we assume the time instances T for the emulator is fixed and try to learn the multi-output covariance that most represents the correlation for given T . Note, however, that the DMGP can be easily extended to kernelized covariance without any model modification. By using Cholesky decomposition, Σ is parameterized as
where hyperparameter L Σ is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonals.
Approximate Bayesian Inference of DMGP
Consider the log marginal likelihood of the model that is given by:
For the sake of notational simplicity, letF
Using the variational inference method, we optimize the ELBO instead of analytically intractable log marginal likelihood of the model that is given by:
As we discussed in Section 3.2, the joint probability for Y,
is factorized by:
In a similar way to [26, 48] 's work, we choose variational distribution as:
. Note that the variational distribution suggested does not impose independence between output dimension while existed approaches used mean-field variational approximation. Furthermore, by introducing output covariances, the number of hyperparameters is changed from DM 2 to M 2 + D 2 compare to existed DGPs. Together with the contaminant problem, when M 2 is larger than D 2 , DMGPs have approximately D times smaller number of hyperparameters that enables faster model training.
Since terms in the variational posterior are matrix-variate normal, thus we can analytically marginalize (15) over U l for n th data:
. Following the ELBO derivation in [26] , the ELBO of DGMP is given by:
However, it is known that the traditional ELBO update heavily penalizes variational posterior samples, which fails to express the true posterior, that decreases the flexibility during a training procedure [35] . Instead, this paper utilized the MCO that is known to solve the above issue and known to give a tighter lower bound as well:
See Appendix B and C for detailed derivation of (16), (17), and (18) . In many cases, expectation term is difficult to compute analytically, thus it is often computed by Monte Carlo sampling technique [26, 49, 50] . From the equation (16), we can notice thatf l n depends only on the previous layerf
Thereby, we can easily sample f L n by recursively drawing samples from q(f
Using the fact that q(f l n ) follows multi-variate Gaussian distribution, reparameterization [51] technique can be applied:
where θ is parameters to optimize andω n,
are normalized importance weights.
DMGP Emulator Implementation
A primary purpose of the DMGPE is to find the approximating function that maps a given set of design points into transient data generated by the multizone-CFD simulator with reduced computational cost. Consider we perform N simulation to generate training data. Define a set of design points as training inputs
T ∈ R N ×Q where x n is a column vector representing locations of contaminant sources released at n th design point. Similarly, training output is defined as
T ∈ R N ×P where y j,n is a column vector of a sensor data at p time points {t 1 , · · · , t P } in j th zone. Corresponding DMGPE T j (·) estimates the sensor measurements in the j th zone with the multi-variate Gaussian. To simplify further notation, we omit subscript j from here.
The performance of DMGPE relies on DMGP hyperparameters including kernel parameters, output covariances, inducing inputs, and variational parameters. Optimal DMPGE hyperparameters are obtained by maximizing the MCO of the model as follows:
Implementation are provided in Algorithm 1. Note that derivatives of marginal likelihood for each DMGP hyperparameter are analytically computable, and the adaptive moment estimation (Adam) algorithm [52] , one of the most widely used gradient-based optimization method, has been used in the present research work. We implemented DMGPE with Tensorflow [53] .
Algorithm 1 Optimal DMGPE Implementation 1: Select N design points for the experiment. 
Draw a sample from q(f l ;f l−1 ) 3 .
7:
end for
Store f L .
9:
10:
Compute the MCO L K (Y ) and the gradient ∇L K (Y ) using (20-21).
11:
Update DMGPE hyperparameters using Adam. 12: end while 4 Rapid and Accurate Source Localization
Bayesian Source Localization using DMGPEs
Consider an indoor building environment of N z zones equipped with N s sensors in Z s = {z 1 , · · · , z Ns } th zones. For effective emulators, DMGPEs T z,n,s are built at each possible combination of (z ∈ N z , n ∈ N c , s ∈ Z s ) where z is the zone of active sources, n is the number of active sources, s is sensor location, and N c is possible numbers of active sources. In this study, N c are assumed to be 3. Active sources are assumed to be in the same zone since CONTAM simulator does not provide CFD model for multiple zones.
In this study, we focus on source localization problem, so the design point x * is equivalent to the location of contaminant sources. For a given design point x * , the DMGPE can sample y * from q(y (19) and (10) . Then, transient contaminant concentration is approximated by multi-variate Gaussian distribution with sample mean µ s and sample covariance Ω s :
Consequently, the likelihood of observed data from the sensor network is given by
Assuming an uninformative prior for the source location, the prior probability p (x * ) is specified using a uniform distribution as:
where A z is the area of z th zone. The unnormalized posterior probability of given contaminant source location can be estimated by using (5, 24)
while the posterior probability distribution of source locations can be inferred through MCMC sampling method with Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [20] . The initial MCMC chain is chosen with the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) point after random sampling. The resultant Bayesian framework for source localization is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Efficient Prior Information Acquisition
A key advantage of the Bayesian framework is its ability to admit the prior information together with the observed data. In this context, it is worthwhile to acquire strong prior information rather than using a Select a new random design point, x .
4:
Compare p(x |Y) with p(x (0) |Y).
5:
Update x (0) with the chain with higher unnormalized posterior. 6: end for 7: for k = 1 to no samples do 8: Define cardinality of the chain: m ← |x (0) |.
9:
Set perturbation scale: η ∈ [0, 1].
10:
Sample a random number u ∈ η[−1, 1] m .
11:
for s = Z s do
13:
Run the DMGPE and predict the contaminant concentration at s, x * , and T o .
14:
15:
Calculate acceptance probability: a ← min{1,
Sample a random number r ∈ [−1, 1].
17:
if r ≤ a then 18:
else 20:
end if 22: end for uniform prior described in (25) . Fortunately, identification of the zone with active sources is a standard classification problem that can be solved using modern deep learning algorithms with high accurcay [54] . As such, predicting the zone including active sources is a relatively simple classification task that many of recent deep models can accurately perform. Possible candidate models are deep neural networks (DNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), deep belief network (DBN), deep Boltzmann machines (DBM), and so on. Among the model, we utilized DBM since it is known to deal with uncertain and ambiguous data robustly [55] . See Appendix D for summary of DBM.
In the contaminant localization problem, input data for DBM is whole sensor measurement data {Y j ; j = 1, · · · , N s } while target output is the probability distribution about the zone with active sources. In the Bayesian framework, DBM output can be used to sharpen the prior of p(z) rather than to describe it by the uniform prior. Strong prior knowledge not only make the posterior distribution sharp but increase the efficiency of MCMC sampling methods. To avoid overestimated prior from DBM, this paper guaranteed minimum probability z = 0.01 for each zone as prior to make MCMC samples to explore every zones.
Overall flow diagram integrating DMGPE, DBM, and DMGP forecaster is shown in Fig. 3 . The role and implementation of DMGP forecaster are described in the later chapter. is assumed to blow at a speed of 3.6 m/s. Indoor contaminant release is simulated using the multizone-CFD model, and the output concentration is treated as sensor measurements. The type of contaminant source is carbon monoxide (CO) and it is released at a rate of 0.2 g/s for 5 minutes from 0 minute. The zone with active sources is selected as CFD zone whereas other zones are considered as multizone models during the simulation. A single or multiple sources are released in the arbitrary room, and transient contaminant concentration in each zone is obtained by using the multizone-CFD CONTAM simulation.
Results and Discussion
Environment Settings
Emulator Performance
To build emulators, training data of 105 to 399 simulation results are used for each emulator according to the size of each room. Each training data is consisted of total 9 measurements data at T o = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18} minutes. DMGP inside the emulator is comprised of 2-layer GPs with 20 inducing variables. Mean function for each layer has been selected as linear model: m l (X) = XH l + b l . The number of samples was selected as: K = 10 for the training and K = 50 for the prediction.
The performance of DMGPEs is compared with GPEs, DGPEs, and multizone-CFD simulator. Fig.  5 compares the emulator performance at four different design points: (z, s) = (1, 2), (z, s) = (13, 15), (z, s) = (18, 18) , and (z, s) = (27, 27) . The respective RMSE and log-likelihood are summarized in Table 1 .
First of all, DMGPEs show better performance in terms of both RMSE and log-likelihood compare to other approaches. Furthermore, DMGPEs show a higher capability to determine the proper level of variances for each time point whereas other models maintain relatively similar variance level among the time domain due to the assumption of probabilistic independence (i.e. the importance of data for each dimension is regarded as equivalent). As such, DMGPEs try to determine the uncertainty level of emulation adaptively for each dimension (i.e. time point). Proposed emulators took only 0.1 to 0.4 seconds for the prediction, while the multizone-CFD simulations took about 10 to 50 seconds by using Intel Core i7 4.20GHz CPU, . This significant computational speedup allows us to use the proposed framework for online real-time source localization.
The MCO and Training Speed
As discussed previously, the DMGPE have two significant advantages compared to existing DGPE or GPE. Primarily, the DMGPE possess higher expressive power by introducing output covariance. Secondly, DGMPE have approximately D times smaller number of hyperparameters compare to the DGPE that facilitate faster model parameter optimization. To support above two statements, the MCO and training speed of GPEs, DGPEs, and DMGPEs are studied and compared in Fig. 6 and Table 2 . A shown in results, not only the DMGPE reaches to the lowest negative bound, but matrix-variate formulation improves the training speed. We further observed that time to train DGPEs was about twice longer than DMGPEs for the same epoch length in practice 4 .
Contaminant Source Localization
Test Cases
A building with 18 sensors measuring average contaminant concentration in each room is considered. For each sensor, 7 transient concentration data from 2 to 14 minutes are used for the inference. Depends on the source location, some sensors may not be able to detect any contaminant if the source locates too far away from the sensor or flows outside through windows. However, the distribution of active and inactive sensors also provide important information to distinguish the zone including active sources. Six test cases described in Table 3 are concerned in this paper. We simulate circumstances that pollutants release CO gas in mechanical room (1 st zone), banquet room (13 th zone), meeting room (17 th zone), storage (18 th zone), front lounge (26 th zone), and front office (27 th zone). Case 3, 4 and 6 are dealing with single source cases, while case 1, 2, and 5 consider multiple sources cases.
Contaminant source localization is done in two steps. Firstly, prior information is acquired by using DBM. In the next step, the inference of contaminant source locations has been performed by following Algorithm 2. Perturbation scale η was set as 0.1. and p(n) represents p(z = z true ) and p(n = n true ), respectively. Fig. 7 shows the posterior probability distribution map of contaminant locations inferred by MCMC sampling. Table 4 summarizes location error and the prior, posterior probability of contaminant characteristics. Results show that DMGPE based MCMC algorithm accurately the infers the contaminant locations for both single and multiple sources cases. Appendix E further shows that the DMGPE based framework outperforms GPE and DGPE based frameworks. Average absolute distance error is less than 0.6 meters. DMGPE framework also accurately estimates the contaminant characteristics. Single source cases show higher estimation accuracy than multiple sources case in general. This is due to the fact that emulation error and regression uncertainty proportionally increases to the number of sources. Table 4 shows that the DBM gives very sharp and accurate prior distribution about the zone with active sources, and we further investigate the effect of DBM on MCMC sampling efficiency. The result of case 2 in Table 3 is compared with the one using the uniform prior illustrated in (25) . Fig. 8 shows location error during 5000 iterations (no init = 2000 and no samples = 3000) for both cases. A result coincides with our intuition that convergence speed becomes much faster by using DBM; MCMC samples converge within 500 iterations from the initial MCMC chain with DBM while the uniform prior sample very slowly moves toward true locations. Thanks to the strong prior, MCMC samples can focus on the most probable zone rather than searching the whole building, and the number of MCMC samples could be effectively reduced by the number of zones.
Source Localization Results
Efficient Sampling via DBM
Note that we can easily specify the active zone at high accuracy even with information about the state of activeness in each room. As such, the zone classification task seems relatively easier compared to emulations in contaminant problems. Empirically, we found that DBM gives higher than 99% accuracy for the zone classification tasks. 
Effect of Varying Perturbation Scale
As illustrated line 15-21 in Algorithm 2, if the MCMC sample locates too far from posterior distribution, acceptance probability will be too low and it is highly probable to be refused. Thus it is important to select a proper size of perturbation scale η for better sample efficiency. To investigate the effect of perturbation scale to source localization result quality, we experimented with three different perturbation scale, η = 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, with the test case 4 in Table 3 . The posterior distribution of localized contaminant source along time is shown in Fig. 9 . Acceptance rate for each perturbation scale is observed as 40 ± 2%, 32 ± 1%, and 17 ± 0.5% for η = 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, respectively. As can be observed from the results, too small perturbation scale disturbs the sample exploration and yield poor results. Meanwhile too large perturbation scale lowers the acceptance rate, that leads to reduction in the sample efficiency. Empirically is found that η = 0.1 is suitable scale for contaminant source localization problems. 
Effect of Varying Observation Length
Finally, the performance of proposed framework with different observation length is investigated. Too short sensor data can not provide an unique and accurate solution while too long sensor data is excessive use of time. Case 5 in Table 3 has been investigated, where we obtain an optimum amount of data necessary to detect and localize multiple sources to prepare emergency. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 shows that localization becomes more accurate and precise as observation time gets longer. Empirically is found that 14 minutes is an optimum length as the localization accuracy converges approximately after 14 minutes.
Prediction of Future Contaminant Transport
As well as determining contaminant sources locations, predicting the future transport of target contaminant is an important task for efficient management of HVAC systems. Future contaminant transport path can be determined from the past contaminant dispersion pattern. In case of CFD simulation, states of contaminant evolve via partial differential equation of fluid dynamics described in (2) that depends on the past state. So it is reasonable to expect past sensor data can be used for the long-term time series forecasting [56] [57] [58] . In 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a deep matrix-variate Gaussian process emulator based Bayesian framework to perform rapid and accurate multiple contaminant sources localizations. To take account for correlation over time domain, DGP was extended to DMGP. To train the DMGP model, the stochastic variational inference method has been used to compute the lower bound of the log marginal likelihood of the model. Based on DMGP, emulators were built to approximate computationally heavy integrated multizone-CFD simulator in real-time. Implemented DMGPEs aided MCMC algorithm to rapidly and accurately perform Bayesian inference of source locations in a 30 zone building. Single and multiple sources cases were studied, and proposed methods well inferred the zone including active sources, the number of sources, and the posterior probability distribution of sources locations within 0.6 m error. Furthermore, the study illustrated efficient method to acquire strong prior about the zone with active sources by using deep Boltzmann machine. In future, the proposed method can be extended to more complex cases like multiple story entire CFD zone building. Another interesting topic is to develop sensor planning algorithm by using DMGP forecaster.
Appendix A. DMGP Posteriors
Consider l th hidden matrix-variate GP layer. To lighten the notation, we drop the superscript l during the derivation. Let MGP input X, and MGP output F 5 . The joint distribution of F ∈ R N ×P and U ∈ R M ×P is given by:
where Z = (2π)
Using the equality:K
ZZ K ZX is the Schur complement of K w.r.t. K ZZ , we can derive that:
given that |K| = |R||K ZZ |.
Note that E = p(F, U) = p(F|U)p(U), and the second term in (29) is equivalent to p(U). Thus, conditional distribution of F given U is:
To design scalable Gaussian processes, fully independent training conditional (FITC) approximation [26, 27, 46] can be applied:
By considering observation noise w n ∼ N (0, W), the conditional probability distribution of h n = f n + w n is given by:
Appendix B. Derivation of marginals of the variational posteriors
Assuming the posterior distribution of each layer is factorized, marginals of the variational posterior is given by:
where 
Appendix C. Derivation of the MCO
The model likelihood (P ≡ p(Y)) can be estimated by Monte Carlo estimator [36] :
where · represents
. By using (14) and (15),
By using Jensen's Inequality, the log likelihood satisfies:
Hence the defined MCO, L K (Y), is the lower bound of the model log-likelihood. Note further that, the MCO reduces to ELBO when K = 1.
Since E q(F L k ) log p(Y|F L k ) is equivalent to the IWAE bound, it gets monotonically tighter as K increases [35] . Thus, the MCO gives a tighter bound than the traditional ELBO, as demonstrated by empirical study summarized in Table 5 .
q(h|v; µ) log(p(v, h; θ)) − h q(h|v; µ) log(q(h|v; µ))
where µ is variational parameters to approximate the true posterior by mean-field approximation:
q(h|v; µ) = 
Then, solution of (42) is numerically solved by:
and L 2 = j µ 1,j log(µ 1,j ) + (1 − µ 1,j ) log(1 − µ 1,j ) k µ 2,k log(µ 2,k ) + (1 − µ 2,k ) log(1 − µ 2,k ).
For fixed θ, optimal µ are given by Fig. 13 and Table 6 show contaminant source localization results for the same cases with GPEs, DGPE, and DMGPEs. DGMPEs outperform to GPEs and DGPEs based source localization results. Fig. 14 , Table 7, and Table 8 show forecasting results for the same cases with GPFs, DGPFs, and DMGPFs. Interestingly, GPFs and DMGPFs do not show significant difference in performance for several tasks, while DGFs often show relatively poor performance. This is probably due to the low complexity in tasks. Unlike emulating tasks, forecasting are relatively easy since the shape of output curves are not highly complex as shown. Consequentially, too complex structure of DGP disturbed the model training. 
